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ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel scene retrieval and re-ranking method based on a text-to-
image Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). The proposed method generates an image from an input
query sentence based on the text-to-image GAN and then retrieves a scene that is the most similar to the
generated image. By utilizing the image generated from the input query sentence as a query, we can control
semantic information of the query image at the text level. Furthermore, we introduce a novel interactive
re-ranking scheme to our retrieval method. Specifically, users can consider the importance of each word
within the first input query sentence. Then the proposedmethod re-generates the query image that reflects the
word importance provided by users. By updating the generated query image based on the word importance,
it becomes feasible for users to revise retrieval results through this re-ranking process. In experiments,
we showed that our retrieval method including the re-ranking scheme outperforms recently proposed retrieval
methods.

INDEX TERMS Text-to-image generative adversarial network, multimedia information retrieval, scene
retrieval, re-ranking.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the recent exponential growth of Web services such as
YouTube1 and Netflix,2 the amount of video data has greatly
increased. About 72 hours of videos are now uploaded to
YouTube every minute [1]. It has become difficult for users
to find desired scenes from such a large database. When a
user has only a slight recollection of which video contains a
desired scene, it takes a long time and much effort for the user
to find the desired scene. Therefore, realization of accurate
and robust scene retrieval has become an urgent task in the
big data era [2]–[6].

Scene retrieval is often achieved by frame-based methods
that treat a target database of videos as a set of frames
and evaluate each frame [2]–[6]. The frame-based methods
are naive but are one of the strong solutions for a scene
retrieval task. Frame-based scene retrieval methods can be

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Junhua Li .
1https://www.youtube.com
2https://www.netflix.com

broadly classified into the following two groups by their input
queries, query-by-sentence [2]–[4] and query-by-content [5],
[6]. Query-by-sentence methods retrieve an objective scene
by comparing an input query sentence and text annotations
associated with each frame in a target database. Query-by-
sentence methods allow users to retrieve an objective scene
easily by utilizing a sentence as an input query. On the other
hand, query-by-content methods retrieve an objective scene
by comparing visual features respectively extracted from an
input content ( e.g., an image) and each frame. Accurate text
annotations do not have to be prepared for these methods
since visual features are used for the calculation of retrieval
ranking. In addition, content information can be directly used
in query-by-content methods. If high-level semantic features
can be extracted from a query image, query-by-content meth-
ods can retrieve an objective scene with high performance.
Query-by-sentence methods and query-by-content methods
therefore both have advantages.

Although high-performance retrieval is realized by
each retrieval method, query-by-sentence and query-by-
content approaches cannot retrieve a desired scene from
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an inappropriate query. The quality of a query has a
significant influence on the scene retrieval performa-
nce [7], [8]. In this regard, there remain several problems in
query-by-sentence and query-by-content retrieval methods.
First, query-by-sentence methods require text annotations on
target video data to compare an input query sentence and can-
didate scenes. In other words, retrieval performance greatly
depends on the quality of the text annotations in the target
database. If a sentence similar to the query is not assigned to
the desired scene in the target database, users cannot obtain
the desired scene by a query-by-sentence method [5]–[7],
[9], [10]. Since providing accurate annotation for each scene
is a labor-intensive process, it is difficult for users to give
specific text annotations with the explosive increase in the
number of videos [11], [12]. Second, although query-by-
content methods can retrieve scenes without text annotations
on the database, it is often impossible to prepare a suitable
query content for retrieval. Hence, the situation in which we
have an appropriate query content is not suitable for real-
world scene retrieval situations. In other words, situations in
which query-by-content methods can be used are limited.

Generally, it is difficult for a user to correct retrieval results
to the desired scene when the retrieval result obtained by the
first input query is not the user’s desired scene. For example,
if a user wants to retrieve a scene that contains a dog and
a person, the user can input the query ‘‘A man and a dog’’.
If the retrieval result is not a desired scene ( e.g., it contains
only a dog), the user cannot revise the retrieval result to
the desired scene. To solve this problem, a new retrieval
method that can re-rank retrieval results from user feedback
is required. Robust re-ranking of retrieval results from user
feedback is a challenging task; however, various re-ranking
methods that can improve retrieval performance have been
proposed [13]–[16].

In this paper, we propose a new retrieval method that can
solve the above mentioned problems. The proposed retrieval
method is built on a text-to-image generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) [17]. Text-to-image GANs [17]–[24] are deep
learning techniques that can generate sample images from
an input query sentence via several trained neural networks
adversarially. Text-to-image GANs can generate images that
represent an input query sentence, and the core idea of
our method is this multimodal translation. In the proposed
method, a query sentence is firstly inputted to the text-to-
image GAN. Next, a synthetic image corresponding to the
input query sentence is generated through the text-to-image
GAN. The generated image is used as a query image for
the scene retrieval task. By utilizing the image generated
from an input query sentence, we can easily control semantic
information of the query image at the text level, and we can
retrieve an objective scene without relying on text annota-
tion. Furthermore, we introduce a novel interactive re-ranking
scheme to the above-mentioned retrieval method based on
the structure of the GAN. We give a weight for each word
feature of an input query sentence and update the generated
image based on these weighted word features. By revising

the generated image, a user can search for an objective scene
while adjusting the word importance of the first input query
sentence. This is the most novel scheme in the proposed
method. Based on these schemes, high performance andmore
robust scene retrieval is realized.

The major contributions of our study are summarized as
follows.

Retrieval without relying on text annotation
Retrieval that does not require text annotations on
a target database is realized by introducing a text-
to-image GAN into the scene retrieval task. From
this mechanism, our method allows users to input
diverse queries as a form of text.

Easy manipulation of a query at the semantic level
We can control semantic information of the query
image from the text level, and then our method can
compare an input query sentence and each frame in
a target database on visual feature space.

Re-ranking considering word importance
When a user obtains an undesired scene as the first
retrieval result, the user can revise the first retrieval
result by introducing a scheme that can update the
generated image based on the word importance of
the input query sentence.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we describe studies related to our method.
In Subsection II-A, we describe related studies on mul-
timedia information retrieval and explain the differences
between these methods and our method. In Subsection II-B,
we describe studies on text-to-image GANs and their
characteristics.

A. MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
The scene retrieval task from an input query sentence can be
considered as one of retrieval tasks that match an input query
sentence and contents in a target database. The mainstream of
this multimodal retrieval task can be roughly divided into two
types: methods that utilize text annotations and methods that
embed visual and sentence features into common semantic
spaces.

First, we describe retrieval methods that utilize text annota-
tions provided from candidate contents [16], [25]–[27]. These
methods retrieve objective contents by comparing an input
query sentence and text annotations attached to the candidate
contents. Various deep learning-based methods to automat-
ically provide text annotations for candidate contents have
been proposed in recent years. Karpathy and Li [25] proposed
amethod inwhich text annotations are given to corresponding
subregions of candidate images by utilizing a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) and bidirectional Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (bRNN) [28]. Since this method gives annota-
tions not to candidate images but to subregions of candidate
images, it is possible to retrieve objective images even if these
images contain various objects. Vinyals et al. [26] estimated a
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long sentence using Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) [29].
Their method can conduct retrieval that considers the rela-
tionships between objects in a candidate image based on the
estimated long sentence. Unlike the above-described meth-
ods, our method does not utilize text annotations.

Next, we describe retrieval methods that embed visual
and sentence features into common semantic spaces [7], [9],
[10], [30]. These methods retrieve contents by comparing
embedded visual and textual features, and then they can
compare an input query sentence and candidate contents at
the semantic level. Kiros et al. utilized a CNN and LSTM to
embed visual and textual features into a common semantic
space and retrieve relevant images [9]. Retrieval is realized
by this method without using text annotations. Vendrov et al.
proposed a method in which visual and textual features are
embedded into a common semantic space with consideration
of word relationships of an input query sentence [7]. This
method realizes retrieval that can consider word relationships
of the input query sentence even though the method does
not utilize text annotations. These methods have robustness
for inputting query sentences since they do not utilize spe-
cific text annotations associated with candidate contents. Our
retrieval method can be regarded as an extension of these
methods.

Variousmethods that can re-rank retrieval results have been
proposed in recent years [13]–[16]. These methods boost
retrieval performance by utilizing user intention based on
their behavior. For example, Yang et al. proposed a method
for re-ranking retrieval results according to the number of
clicks on the Web [14]. Lu et al. proposed a method for
re-ranking retrieval results based on the user’s information
and image view times [16]. Since these methods improve
retrieval performance through searching behavior of the user,
they can conduct retrieval that reflects the user’s intention.

Following these re-ranking methods, by focusing on the
text-to-image GAN, we construct a novel re-ranking scheme
that can update retrieval results based on word importance
provided by the user.

B. TEXT-TO-IMAGE GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK
AND ITS APPLICATION
Text-to-image GANs have been widely studied by many
researchers in recent years. A text-to-image GAN is one of
the deep-learning methods, and it can generate an image that
reflects information of an input query sentence by training its
generator and discriminator alternately. A generator gener-
ates images from an input query sentence, and a discrimina-
tor discriminates whether input images are those from real
data or those generated by the generator. A text-to-image
GAN can generate images that reflect the information of the
input query sentence by utilizing these different networks.
Read et al. proposed the first model in which a GAN was
applied to a text-to-image task [19]. Although the generated
images are not visually pleasant and the size of the generated
images is limited to 64 × 64 pixels, they showed a new way
to use a GAN. Following this model, Zhang et al. proposed a

model that can generate more visually pleasant images [24].
This model enables generation of not only visually pleasant
images but also more high resolution (256 × 256 pixels)
images. AttnGAN [17] and HDGAN [22] are the latest mod-
els in this field. AttnGAN utilizes word features in addition to
sentence features that are normally utilized by other text-to-
image GANs. This structure strongly matches the aim of our
study, that is, re-ranking retrieval results based on the word
importance of the input query sentence provided by the user.
We realize a retrieval model that can reflect user intention by
focusing on this structure.

Here, there are various methods applying GAN for infor-
mation retrieval tasks that retrieve target documents from
a query sentence [31], [32]. They utilize adversarial rela-
tionship between a generator and a discriminator to calcu-
late relevance of candidate documents and a query sentence.
Different from these papers, we utilize text-to-image GAN as
a generator that generates a query image from a query sen-
tence and we retrieve a target scene related to the generated
query image.

III. SCENE RETRIEVAL AND RE-RANKING METHOD
In this section, we present the details of the proposed method.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our retrieval approach, and,
Fig. 2 shows an overview of our re-ranking scheme. Our
method consists of three steps (A-C shown in Figs. 1 and 2):
query image generation, scene retrieval from a generated
query image and re-ranking by query image re-generation.
In the first step, we construct a text-to-image translation net-
work and generate a query image from a user input query sen-
tence. In the second step, our method retrieves scenes that are
similar to the generated query image. These first and second
steps correspond to the left (A) and right (B) parts in Fig. 1,
respectively. If the user is not satisfied with the retrieval result
after the second step, the user conducts the third step. In the
third step, the user provides the word importance to the input
query sentence considering the excess or shortage of the first
retrieval results. Based on the word importance, our method
re-generates a query image and retrieves a scene similar to
the re-generated image. This step corresponds to C in Fig. 2.
In Subsection III-A, we describe how to generate an image

that reflects the information of the input query sentence.
In Subsection III-B, we describe the retrieval of the objec-
tive scene by using the generated image. The re-ranking
scheme using the query image re-generation is presented in
Subsection III-C.

A. QUERY IMAGE GENERATION
In the first step, the proposed method generates a query
image from a user input query sentence. Based on the query-
by-content method, the proposed method retrieves a scene
similar to the query image generated from the input query
sentence. To generate the query image, we construct a text-
to-image translation network that has one generation network
G and three neural networks Ni (i = 1, 2, 3) based on
AttnGAN [17]. Ni is a neural network that calculates hidden
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the proposed retrieval approach. The two stages (A and B) are described in detail in III-A and III-B, respectively.

FIGURE 2. Overview of the proposed re-ranking scheme. From the first retrieval result obtained by the retrieval approach shown in Fig. 1, a user gives the
importance for each word to obtain its re-ranked result. The details are given in III-C.

vector vi containing information of an input query sentence,
andG is a generation network that generates a 256×256 pixel
image Q from hidden vector v3.

First, we define a sentence feature extracted from an
input query sentence as f sen ∈ RDsen and a word feature
extracted from the nth word of an input query sentence
as f nword ∈ RDword (n = 1, 2, . . . ,N ;N being the num-
ber of words included in the sentence). f sen and f nword are
calculated from a bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [28] described in [17]. Here, Dsen and Dword rep-
resent the dimensions of the extracted sentence and word
features, respectively. The feature f sen contains information
on the relationships between the words of the input query
sentence, and the feature f nword contains information on each
word. Then we construct a word feature matrix as Fword =(
f 1word , f

2
word , · · · , f

N
word

)
∈ RDword×N . From the sentence

feature f sen and the Gaussian noise z, we obtain the hidden
vector v1 as follows:

v1 = N1(z,N ca(f sen)), (1)

where N ca is a neural network that stabilizes the training [24]
and translates f sen to continuous features. Next, we calculate
the hidden vectors v2 and v3 as follows:

v2 = N2(v1,N attn
2 (Fword , v1)), (2)

v3 = N3(v2,N attn
3 (Fword , v2)), (3)

where N attn
i (i = 2, 3) integrates the word feature matrix

Fword into the previous hidden vector vi (i = 1, 2). We obtain
the hidden vector v2 from vector v1 and the word feature
matrix Fword . Hidden vector v2 contains information on the
sentence features f sen and contains some information on the
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word featurematrixFword . Similarly, we obtain hidden vector
v3 from vector v2 and the word feature matrix Fword . Hidden
vector v3 contains information on both the sentence and
word feature matrix. Our text-to-image translation network
can generate images that focus on each word through this
function. Finally, we generate the image Q = G(v3) from
hidden vector v3. In the proposed method, we utilize this
generated imageQ to retrieve relevant scenes in the following
step.

Here, we show the training strategy of our text-to-image
translation network to generate a query image that contains
information of an input query sentence. Our text-to-image
translation network is trained to minimize the loss function
defined as follows:

L = LG + λLDAMSM , (4)

where λ balances LG and LDAMSM . Specifically, LG is a loss
function that approximates conditional and unconditional dis-
tributions. LDAMSM measures the image text similarity at the
word level by embedding subregions of the image and words
of the sentence to a common semantic space. LDAMSM is
described in detail in [17]. Also, discriminator D is trained
to classify whether the input image is real or fake.

B. SCENE RETRIEVAL FROM A GENERATED QUERY IMAGE
In the second step, we retrieve a scene that is the most similar
to the image Q generated in the first step. By utilizing the
generated image that represents the information of the input
query sentence, the proposed method can retrieve scenes in
visual feature space while we utilize a sentence as the input.
We adopt a simple query-by-content method for retrieving an
objective scene. First, we calculate visual features vq and vp
from Q and candidate frames Cp (p = 1, 2, . . . ,P;P being
the number of frames included in all candidate scenes). Here,
we utilize outputs of the third pooling layer of Inception-
v3 [33] pre-trained on ImageNet [34] as the visual features
because the loss function LDAMSM utilizes Inception-v3 as
the image feature extractor for calculating the image-text
matching loss. Then we calculate similarities sp between vq
and vp as follows:

sp =
vq · vp
|vq||vp|

(p = 1, 2, · · · ,P). (5)

Namely, sp represents the similarity between the generated
image Q and candidate frames Cp, and high sp indicates that
Q and Cp contain similar information. Finally, we obtain the
scene containing the frame that has higher similarity than that
of other frames as the retrieval result.

C. RE-RANKING BY QUERY IMAGE RE-GENERATION
This step becomes necessary when the estimated scene is not
a user’s desired scene. As shown in Fig. 2, we re-generate
the query image Q̂ based on each word importance pro-
vided by the user and revise the retrieval result by utiliz-
ing the re-generated image. First, the user considers the
excess or shortage of each word in the first retrieval result

and sets the word importance wn (n = 1, 2, · · · ,N ) for each
word as shown in Fig. 2. Then the proposedmethod calculates
Fre
word as follows:

Fre
word = (w1f 1word ,w2f 2word , · · · ,wN f

N
word ). (6)

By strengthening or weakening a word feature that represents
information of a specific word than other word features,
the user can change the degree of expression of each word
in Fword . Namely, the user can adjust the proportion of
word information represented in the query. Finally, the pro-
posed method re-generates an image Q̂ utilizing Fre

word based
on the method described in Subsection III-A and obtains
the re-ranking result by performing the retrieval shown in
Subsection III-B again.

We show an example of the re-ranking situation. If a
user inputs a query ‘‘A man and a dog’’, a query image
is generated under a setting of the word importance
{w1,w2,w3,w4,w5} = {1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0} and the
proposed method retrieves a scene based on the gener-
ated image. Here, w1,w2,w3,w4,w5 are word importance
of ‘‘A’’, ‘‘man’’, ‘‘and’’, ‘‘a’’, ‘‘dog’’, respectively. How-
ever, if the user obtains a scene that contains only a dog,
the user wants to emphasize the word ‘‘man’’. Therefore,
the user sets the word importance as {w1,w2,w3,w4,w5} =

{1.0, 2.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}, and the proposed method performs
the re-ranking.

This re-ranking scheme enables a user to retrieve a user’s
desired scene by adjusting the importance of each word.
Specifically, a user can modify a generated image to an image
that can retrieve a user’s desired scene with watching the
retrieval results, and then the user can obtain the retrieval
result matched to the user’s desired scene. This means that our
method can reflect the user’s intention in the retrieval result
effectively through the re-ranking scheme.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the settings and results if
experiments using some popular large-scale video datasets.
We conducted three experiments to evaluate our retrieval
performance and re-ranking performance. In the first exper-
iment, we compared the scene retrieval performance of our
method with the performance of some state-of-the-art meth-
ods. In the second experiment, we evaluated the re-ranking
performance of our method by a subjective experiment.
Finally, we confirmed the re-ranking performance.

Details of the dataset used in this experiment are shown
in Subsection IV-A. In Subsection IV-B, we show our
retrieval performance. Qualitative and quantitative results of
the re-ranking scheme are presented in Subsection IV-C.

A. DATASETS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Scene retrieval performance heavily relies on the contents of
the dataset and their annotations. Hence, robustness of a scene
retrieval method should be evaluated with some different
types of video datasets. Since a scene retrieval task targets
various scenes, the text-to-image GAN should be trained
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FIGURE 3. Recall@k obtained from the movies ‘‘As Good As it Gets’’, ‘‘Bad Santa’’, ‘‘Halloween’’, ‘‘Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban’’ and
‘‘Rendezvous mit Joe Black’’ from the MP-II MD dataset.

on the dataset that can represent such a situation. In this
study, we utilized a large-scale Microsoft Common Objects
in Context (MSCOCO) dataset [35] for training our text-to-
image translation network. The MSCOCO dataset consists
of images and text annotations that express information on
these images. This dataset is often used for object recogni-
tion, segmentation and multimodal translation tasks. In the
proposed method, we trained our text-to-image translation
network using 82,783 training images and text annotations
attached to each training image.

We assume that our scene retrieval method can be used
for a dataset without any annotations such as new movies,
home videos and lifelog videos. Therefore, we utilized the
following two datasets to evaluate the retrieval performance
in the above-mentioned situation.

MP-II Movie Description (MP-II MD) dataset [36]
The MP-II MD dataset contains 68,000 scenes from
94 HD movies, and each scene is associated with
one description. In this experiment, we utilized their
descriptions as input query sentences for generating
query images and we defined scenes corresponding
to the descriptions as ground truth. We randomly
selected 5 movies for evaluation: ‘‘As Good As it
Gets’’, ‘‘Bad Santa’’, ‘‘Halloween’’, ‘‘Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of Azkaban’’ and ‘‘Rendezvousmit
Joe Black’’ (2, 532 scenes and 267, 320 frames).

Charades-Ego dataset [37]
The Charades-Ego dataset consists of 7,860 scenes
(580, 570 frames) of daily indoor activities and
an annotation for each scene collected through
Amazon Mechanical Turk.3 Each scene is recorded
from both the third-person perspective and the first-
person perspective. In this experiment, we utilized
scenes recorded from the first-person perspective

3https://www.mturk.com/

TABLE 1. MAP obtained from the movies ‘‘As Good As it Gets’’, ‘‘Bad
Santa’’, ‘‘Halloween’’, ‘‘Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban’’ and
‘‘Rendezvous mit Joe Black’’ from the MP-II MD dataset.

TABLE 2. MAP obtained from the Charades-Ego dataset.

and text annotations as input query sentences for
generating query images and we defined the scene
corresponding to the annotation as the ground truth.

B. RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We show the retrieval performance of our method. We uti-
lized all text annotations attached to each dataset as inputs.
We defined frames included in the target scene as ground
truth. And then we calculated the Recall@k for evaluat-
ing retrieval performance following previous multimodal
retrieval methods [7], [9], [10], [30] and calculated Mean
Average Precision (MAP). Recall@k and MAP are defined
as follows:

Recall@k =
tk
M

(k = 1, 2, . . . ,P), (7)

MAP =
1
M

M∑
m=1

APm, (8)
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FIGURE 4. Recall@k obtained from the Charades-Ego dataset.

TABLE 3. Results of the subjective experiment for evaluating the re-ranking performance quantitatively. ‘‘Retrieval result’’ represents the average score
given by each subject for evaluation of the first retrieval results and ‘‘Re-ranked result’’ represents the average score given by each subject for evaluation
of the re-ranked retrieval results. ‘‘1’’ expresses ‘‘Not Related’’ and ‘‘5’’ expresses ‘‘Related’’.

.

APm =
1
CP

P∑
p=1

αp
Cp
p
, (9)

where tk is the number of the correctly retrieved scenes in
the top-k retrieval results, and M is the number of candidate
scenes. According to their similarity ranks, we sorted all P
frames in M candidate scenes. Furthermore, we regarded a
target scene as being correctly retrieved when the frames
of the target scene were included in the top-k retrieval
results. Also, APm is average precision of mth query (m =
1, 2, . . . ,M ). Here, Cp is the number of frames in mth scene
within p retrieval results, and αp is binary indicator whether
pth retrieval result is correct or not.

We compared the performance of the proposed method
(PM) with the performances of some state-of-the-art
methods.

• Comparative Method 1 (CM 1) [9]
A deep learning method that embeds visual and textual
features into a common semantic feature space utilizing
a CNN and LSTM.

• Comparative Method 2 (CM 2) [7]
A deep learning method that considers word relation-
ships of an input query sentence in addition to CM 1.

We evaluated whether the proposedmethod can consider
word relationships of an input query sentence.

• Comparative Method 3 (CM 3) [10]
A deep learning method that embeds textual features
into a visual feature space. We evaluated whether the
proposed method can extract effective visual features.

• Comparative Method 4 (CM 4) [30]
A deep learning method that utilizes a loss function that
reduces the number of false samples between a query
and an objective sample in addition to CM 1.

Results of overall Recall@k (k = 1, 2, · · · ,P) and
detailed Recall@k (k = 1, 2, · · · , 100) are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 and MAP is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Here,
we utilized 2, 532 query sentences in MP-II MD dataset and
7, 860 query sentences in Charades-Ego dataset, respectively.
From Figs. 3 and 4 and Tables 1 and 2, we can see that the
proposed method tends to retrieve objective scenes success-
fully compared to other comparative methods. Specifically,
by comparing with CM 2, we can confirm that the proposed
method can retrieve objective scenes considering the word
relationships of an input query sentence. Also, by comparing
with CM 3, we can confirm that generating an image from
textual features is more stable than embedding textual fea-
tures into a visual feature space. On the other hand, unlike
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FIGURE 5. Examples of top-3 retrieval and re-ranked results.
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FIGURE 6. Recall@k obtained in a subjective evaluation.

other comparative methods, the advantage of the proposed
method is that the method can revise the retrieval results
by considering the word importance. It is expected that the
proposed method almost outperforms the other comparative
methods by conducting re-ranking described in Sub. III-C.

C. RE-RANKING PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We conducted a subjective experiment to evaluate the
re-ranking performance qualitatively and quantitatively.
In this experiment, subjects watched various scenes and con-
sidered a sentence to retrieve each scene. We regarded each
scene watched by a subject as the ground truth of the sen-
tence that is considered for retrieving each scene. At first,
we randomly selected 20 scenes from the MP-II MD dataset.
Each subject watched these 20 selected scenes and considered
a sentence to retrieve each scene. The subjects were told to
avoid utilizing a specific proper noun since it is not the main
focus of the proposed method. After that, by utilizing each
sentence as the input, we retrieved scenes from theMP-II MD
dataset. And then each subject evaluated the matching rates
between the retrieval results and each input query sentence
and gave the word importance for the re-ranking. The sub-
jects gave the word importance for each word of the input
query sentence between one to three levels (‘‘1 Weaker’’,
‘‘2 Neutral’’, ‘‘3 Stronger’’). We utilized wn = 0.5 for
‘‘1 Weaker’’, wn = 1.0 for ‘‘2 Neutral’’ and wn = 2.0
for ‘‘3 Stronger’’. Here, wn is the nth word importance of
the input query sentence. Finally, we retrieved scenes from
the dataset utilizing each sentence and the word importance,
and each subject evaluated the matching rates between the
re-ranked results and each input query sentences. In this
experiment, 15 subjects (4 females and 11 males, 21-27 years
old) evaluated 300 different scenes (20 scenes per subject).
For evaluating the matching rate between the retrieval result
and the input query sentence, subjects gave an evaluation

TABLE 4. MAP obtained in a subjective evaluation.

score of 1 to 5 (‘‘1: Not Related’’, ‘‘2: Not So Related’’, ‘‘3:
Neither Agree Nor Disagree’’, ‘‘4: A Little Related’’ and ‘‘5:
Related’’) for each result.

The average evaluation scores given by each subject for
the first retrieval results and the re-ranked retrieval results are
shown in Table 3 and retrieved examples are shown in Fig. 5.
In Table 3, ‘‘Retrieval result’’ is the average score given by
each subject for evaluation of the first retrieval results and
‘‘Re-ranked result’’ is the average score given for evaluation
of the re-ranked retrieval results. It can be seen that the scores
for the re-ranked results are better than those for the retrieval
results. Thus, it is qualitatively verified that the proposed
method can re-rank the first retrieval results.

Next, we calculated Recall@k and MAP to compare
retrieval performance of the first retrieval results and
the re-ranked results quantitatively. Also, we calculated
Recall@k and MAP utilizing other comparative methods
described in Subsection IV-B to verify the effectiveness of
the re-ranking. In this experiment, to calculate Recall@k
and MAP, we used the input query sentences and the word
importance prepared for the qualitative evaluation. Here,
we utilized 300 query sentences for evaluation. Results of
evaluation in the quantitative experiment are shown in Fig. 6
and Table 4. In Fig. 6 and Table 4, ‘‘Re-ranked result
(PM)’’ represents the retrieval results utilizing the input
query sentences and the word importance. We can see
that the retrieval performance of ‘‘Re-ranked result (PM)’’
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outperforms ‘‘Retrieval result (PM)’’. Since ‘‘Retrieval result
(PM)’’ is a method that only utilizes the input query sentence,
it can be said that the re-ranking is effective for improving the
retrieval performance. Also, we can see that the retrieval per-
formance of ‘‘Re-ranked result (PM)’’ greatly outperforms
the retrieval performance of other comparative methods.

V. DISCUSSION
Although the proposedmethod can retrieve an objective scene
accurately, there are several limitations to be considered for
improving the retrieval performance. For example, we can
improve the retrieval performance of the proposed method
by considering how to handle a candidate scene in a tar-
get database, although a frame-based method is effective
for scene retrieval. By considering the action in a candi-
date scene, it seems that the proposed method effectively
utilizes information of a verb in an input query sentence.
We will introduce a scheme that can consider the action in
the candidate scene into the proposed method in our future
work. Furthermore, the scores for both the retrieval result
and re-ranked result shown in Table 3 are not so high. In the
proposedmethod, the quality of the generated images directly
affects the retrieval performance. This can be solved with the
development of a text-to-image GAN. In addition, although
there are various methods that can evaluate word importance
in text retrieval [38]–[41], we only utilize word importance
determined by a user for re-ranking in the proposed method.
Wewill consider the scheme that can automatically determine
word importance for re-ranking based on the previous auto-
matic methods such as text statistics.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel retrieval and
re-ranking method based on a text-to-image GAN. By using
the proposedmethod, a generated image query can be updated
and an objective scene can be retrieved by finely adjusting
the retrieval result when a user obtains an undesired scene
as the first retrieval result. Experimental results showed the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
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